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ABSTRACT
Active grid cells in scalar volume data are typically identified by many isosurface rendering methods when extracting another representation of the data for rendering. However, the use of grid cells themselves as rendering primitives is not extensively explored in the literature. In this paper, we propose a cluster-based data structure for storing the data of active grid cells for fast cell rasterisation via billboard splatting. Compared to previous cell rasterisation approaches, eight corner scalar values are stored with each active grid cell, so that the full volume data is not required during rendering. The grid cells can be quickly extracted and use about 37 percent memory compared to a typical efficient mesh-based representation, while supporting large grid sizes. We present further improvements such as a visibility buffer for cluster culling and EWA-based interpolation of attributes such as normals. We also show that our data structure can be used for hybrid ray tracing or path tracing to compute global illumination.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Isosurface rendering requires finding the intersections of the isosurface for a particular isovalue in the data. The scalar volume data, for example, a computed tomography (CT) image, is typically sampled with tri-linear interpolation when finding intersections and computing smooth normals for shading. If dynamic isovalue is not required, indirect volume rendering techniques generally provide fast rendering and good data reduction. Mesh-based methods such as Marching Cubes (MC) [15] and dual contouring [11] find the active grid cells (the grid cells containing isosurface intersections) of the data and extract a polygonal representation of the isosurface. Point-based methods such as elliptical weighted-average (EWA)-based surface splatting [22, 1] typically extract a point for each active grid cell and render these points as small disks. Sparse storage of larger voxel bricks and hierarchical data structures such as octrees can also be used to provide better data reduction and faster traversal to direct volume rendering techniques such as isosurface raycasting.

Compared to the previously mentioned techniques, the use of grid cells themselves as rendering primitives is not extensively explored in the literature. Parker et al. [20] describe a method for analytically computing ray-surface intersections for active grid cells during isosurface raycasting. Zhang et al. [21] propose storing active edges instead of active grid cells, which are rendered by disk splatting or expanded and rendered as small point clouds. Cell rasterisation (CR) was proposed by Liu et al. [13] as a fast method for rasterising the active grid cells of a volume. Active grid cells are rasterised as point primitives via so-called billboard splatting, and the original volume data is sampled in the cells in the fragment shader to find intersections and compute smooth normals. Compared to indirect volume rendering techniques such as mesh- and point-based methods, cell rasterisation provide the same isosurface as isosurface raycasting. Liu et al. also use a data structure for fast sorting and traversal of the cells in front-to-back order for proper transparency rendering. However, their method provide no data reduction, since only grid positions are stored with the cells, and therefore the original volume data needs to be available in GPU memory for sampling during rendering.

In this paper, we propose a memory efficient data structure for storing the active grid cells of a volume. The data structure is easy to implement, does not require the original volume data to be available during rendering, and supports ray tracing in addition to rasterisation. Our main contributions in the paper are:

- A clustered grid cell data structure (CGC) for storing grid positions and corner scalar values of active grid cells. The data structure supports large grid sizes.
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Figure 1: Our proposed data structure for isosurface rendering: Left: \(16^3\) block volume with each block (blue wireframe) storing a pointer to a list of clusters (pink wireframes) of active grid cells extracted from a voxelised model; Middle-left: isosurface rasterised with cell rasterisation using scalar values stored with active grid cells and visibility culling of individual clusters (indicated by colors); Middle-right: final shaded isosurface after EWA-based normal interpolation and deferred normalized Blinn-Phong shading; Right: hybrid ray tracing using our data structure with cell rasterisation for primary rays and path tracing with three bounces and an environment map for secondary rays (after one frame, using 1 sample per pixel). Each cluster shown in the first two images consists of up to 120 active grid cells and an axis-aligned bounding box. A lower resolution (\(256^3\) voxels) voxelisation of the Buddha model was used to clearer show the clusters and the effect of the attribute interpolation.

\((128K \times 128K \times 128K)\) and can be used for fast cell rasterisation via billboard splatting.

- Improvements to the cell rasterisation including visibility culling of clusters and EWA-based interpolation for smooth attribute interpolation of normals and other attributes.

- Showing that the proposed data structure can be used for hybrid ray tracing or path tracing to compute global illumination.

2 RELATED WORK

For direct isosurface raycasting, larger bricks or tiles are generally used instead of individual grid cells for data reduction and empty space skipping, as in Hadwiger et al. [7]. The voxel database (VDB) data structure by Museth [19] is commonly used in offline rendering and uses a shallow tree of internal nodes and leaf nodes to efficiently store volume data in tiles. Recently, Hoetzlein [9] also introduced GVDB for real-time rendering on the GPU. Our data structure shares some similarities with the VDB data structure, but does not, for example, provide random access to voxels, and is restricted to isosurface rendering by using smaller tiles grouped into clusters.

Sparse voxel octrees (SVOs) have been proposed for storage and ray tracing of large voxel models [12]. The SVO typically stores surface voxels in the leaf nodes of the octree, and is traversed during ray tracing. Jablonski et al. [10] propose an alternative method for rendering SVOs via billboard splatting and a screen-space voxel buffer. Large number of individual voxels can also be efficiently rasterised as cubes via billboard splatting and fast ray-box intersection tests [16]. However, for high quality isosurface rendering, a drawback of traditional SVOs representing voxels as small cubes is the limited contour information they provide, leading to a blocky appearance unless each voxel is projected to less than a few pixels. Efficient sparse voxel octrees (ESVOs) [12] improves this by storing additional contour information in the octree and voxels. Heitz et al. [8] use filtered signed distance fields and differential cone tracing to render SVOs with accurate anti-aliased contours. Marcus [17] proposes a SVO data structure storing scalar values (signed distances in their case) at the corners of each voxel, which is similar to the corner values we store for cell rasterisation, but used during ray tracing of the SVO.

Visibility culling can be important in rasterisation to improve performance and reduce overdraw. Livnat et al. [14] perform point-based view-dependent isosurface extraction from an octree, using a visibility frame-buffer to prune non-visible regions. They further compute surface normals in a post-processing step for far
points (minified surfaces), while using MC triangle normals for near points (magnified surfaces). For general occlusion culling of clustered geometry, a hierarchical Z-buffer [5] is often used in combination with pre-computed cluster bounds for conservative culling of clusters. For back-face culling, a normal cone can similarly be pre-computed and stored with each cluster. In deferred splatting [6] and the method for cluster culling we use in this paper based on a visibility buffer, the visibility culling is not conservative but does not require generating a hierarchical Z-buffer or storing cluster bounds or normal cones.

Rasterisation of small primitives (small triangles and points) can further lead to bad GPU utilisation when each primitive only occupies a few pixels. Evans [4] presents a point-based method replacing the standard rasterisation pipeline with stochastic splatting in a compute shader. Splatting is performed using 64-bit atomic instructions, thereby avoiding executing GPU threads for non-covered fragments in $2 \times 2$ pixel quads or fragments with zero alpha value. A drawback of this approach is that 64-bit atomic instructions are only available and exposed to the programmer on game consoles (PlayStation 4) and on certain NVIDIA GPUs (Maxwell and later generations).

### 3 METHODS

In Section 3.1, we describe the proposed CGC data structure for storing clusters of active grid cells, and the isosurface extraction. In Sections 3.2–3.4, we describe cell rasterisation using billboard splatting, and present further improvements such as a visibility buffer for back-face and occlusion culling and EWA-based attribute interpolation of attributes such as normals. In the final Sections 3.5 and 3.6, we discuss memory usage and hybrid ray tracing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block data</th>
<th>Size Metacell data</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metacell count</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacell pointer</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min value</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max value</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid position (XYZ)</td>
<td>48 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell mask</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell pointer</td>
<td>32 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>128 bit</td>
<td>Total:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Memory layout for blocks and metacells. Blocks and metacells are stored in separate GPU buffer textures, using 16 bytes per block and 12 bytes per metacell. Corner scalar values for active grid cells are stored in a separate buffer texture.

### 3.1 Data Structure

An overview of our proposed data structure is shown in Figures 1–2. We store extracted grid cells in a linear buffer on the GPU. Eight corner values per cell are stored as two RGBA values, with the component type matching the scalar precision of the volume data. To avoid storing a grid position with each cell, we group up to eight neighboring cells into a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ meta-cell storing a pointer, a cell mask, and a cell pointer. The metacells are stored in a second linear buffer, with each segment of 16 consecutive metacells representing a cluster.

For the isosurface extraction, we divide the volume data into $16 \times 16 \times 16$ number of blocks, and extract the active grid cells of each block in Morton order. To prevent metacells of the same cluster from spilling over into different volume blocks, we pad the last cluster of each block with empty metacells such that its size become 16. We also use the last metacell of each cluster to store a cluster bound instead of cell metadata. We perform the isosurface extraction on the CPU, and upload extracted metacells and grid cells to separate GPU buffer textures.
3.2 Cell Rasterisation

The basic idea of cell rasterisation using billboard splatting is illustrated in Figure 3. In the original cell rasterisation paper [13], a vertex shader is used to render active cells as a point sprites (GL_POINTS primitives). For each rasterised fragment of a point sprite billboard, a ray-box intersection test is performed with the cell, and the original volume data is sampled along the ray with tri-linear interpolation to find isosurface intersections. When an intersection is found, a normal gradient is computed along the ray to determine the visibility after each frame. An RG32UI texture is used during the cell rasterisation pass to capture cluster IDs visible cells. After the cell rasterisation, we clear the current visibility buffer and update the visibility buffer from the ID texture in a separate compute shader pass. Similar to the disk-based deferred splatting approach by Guennebaud et al. [6], we render cells of non-visible clusters as single pixel splats for updating the visibility buffer. During fast camera movements, non-visible clusters becoming visible might result in flickering artifacts. We therefore introduce a second visibility buffer to record of new clusters becoming visible, and perform full cell rasterisation for those clusters in a second pass. During fast camera movements, there might still be some flickering artifacts, which can be seen in the accompanying video.

3.3 Visibility Buffer

To further improve the rasterisation performance, we introduce a visibility buffer to avoid performing full cell rasterisation of clusters that are fully occluded or back-facing. The visibility buffer stores a bit per cluster indicating the visibility after each frame. An RG32UI texture is used during the cell rasterisation pass to capture cluster IDs visible cells. After the cell rasterisation, we clear the current visibility buffer bits and update the visibility buffer from the ID texture in a separate compute shader pass. To further improve the rasterisation performance, we introduce a visibility buffer to avoid performing full cell rasterisation of clusters that are fully occluded or back-facing. The visibility buffer stores a bit per cluster indicating the visibility after each frame. An RG32UI texture is used during the cell rasterisation pass to capture cluster IDs visible cells. After the cell rasterisation, we clear the current visibility buffer bits and update the visibility buffer from the ID texture in a separate compute shader pass. Similar to the disk-based deferred splatting approach by Guennebaud et al. [6], we render cells of non-visible clusters as single pixel splats for updating the visibility buffer. During fast camera movements, non-visible clusters becoming visible might result in flickering artifacts. We therefore introduce a second visibility buffer to record of new clusters becoming visible, and perform full cell rasterisation for those clusters in a second pass. During fast camera movements, there might still be some flickering artifacts, which can be seen in the accompanying video.

3.4 EWA-based Attribute Interpolation

Normals and other attributes should be smoothly interpolated before computing shading. However, our data structure does not allow random access to neighboring grid cells. For smooth interpolation of normals and other attributes, we introduce a second EWA-based attribute splatting pass in which cells are rendered as round splats with a weighted footprint, and attributes accumulated to the G-buffer. The results of the EWA-based interpolation is shown in Figure 4.

Laine et al. [12] propose performing interpolation as a post-processing step (after ESVO ray tracing) by computing a weighted average of neighboring pixels in a Poisson disk centered around each target pixel. The interpolation can use a large number of samples (up to 96) per pixel, which may be expensive on GPUs with low memory bandwidth. Specular surfaces are also not handled correctly because the interpolation is performed after shading. Jablonski et al. [10] propose a smaller 3 × 3 Gaussian filter for interpolating G-buffer normals before shading. We investigated replacing the post-processing in [12] with a stochastic interpolation scheme using temporal anti-aliasing (TAA) and fewer samples per frame. However, our EWA-based interpolation provided smoother normals and was possible to use without TAA. Another option would be storing additional corner values (for example, 32 instead of 8) with each grid cell, at the cost of significantly increased memory usage.

3.5 Memory Usage

Average memory usage per grid cell in our data structures, when including storage for metacells and the
block volume, is 11 bytes for 8-bit scalar data and 19 bytes for 16-bit scalar data. If 4-bit scalars provide sufficient precision for the application, for example, when scalars represent coverage values or truncated signed distances such as in some sculpting applications, the average memory usage may be further reduced to 7 bytes per cell. In addition to storage for the main data structure, we allocate 0.13 MB visibility buffers with capacity for 1M unique clusters, which was found sufficient even for the hairball dataset.

### 3.6 Hybrid Ray Tracing and Path Tracing

The data structure presented in this paper can also be used directly for ray tracing or path tracing of the extracted isosurface. Using the pre-computed cluster bound stored in the last metacell of each cluster, intersections with rays can be efficiently computed hierarchically by traversing and testing blocks, clusters, metacells, and individual voxels with the same efficient slab test used in the cell rasterisation. Shadow and ambient occlusion rays only need to fetch the metacell data, whereas additional bounces for path tracing also need to fetch grid cell data in order to compute a normal at each intersection point. Primary rays can be either traced or rasterised (hybrid ray tracing). Results from a path tracing implementation using hybrid ray tracing are shown in Figures 1 and 6.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We implemented our method in OpenGL 4.5 and C++. All experiments were performed on an AMD Ryzen 7 2700 with 32GB RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070, and on a separate laptop with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ with 16GB RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 965M to evaluate performance on a lower-end GPU. Frame times were measured via OpenGL timer queries (GL_ARB_timer_query) for the scenes in Figure 5 rendered at 1920 × 1080 resolution. To generate the non-CT volume datasets in Table 2 for the test scenes, a CPU-based implementation of the slicemap-based binary voxelisation method of Eisemann et al. [3] was used. Each input mesh was voxelised to three times a target resolution, followed by downsampling to generate a coverage representation.

A comparison of memory usage and extraction times for our data structure (CGC) and a typical efficient mesh-based representation extracted with MC is presented in Table 3. The size of the original volume data is also presented in Table 2. For the MC implementation, we used the code from [2] after modifying it to generate indexed meshes without duplicate vertices, and store vertex positions in 16-bit signed normalized format with a scaling factor. While the MC memory usage could be further reduced using compression or converting indexed meshes into triangle strips, such optimization would require further mesh processing and increased extraction time. A performance comparison of MC, original cell rasterisation (CR) [13] using sampling in the original volume data, and our cell rasterisation using the CGC data structure is presented in Table 4. A corresponding isosurface comparison is also shown in Figure 4.

### Table 2: Volume datasets used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Resolution (W × H × D)</th>
<th>Type Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>512 × 512 × 512</td>
<td>8 bit    0.13 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Skull</td>
<td>512 × 512 × 512</td>
<td>8 bit    0.13 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stag beetle CT</td>
<td>832 × 832 × 494</td>
<td>16 bit   0.68 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon CT</td>
<td>1024 × 1024 × 1080</td>
<td>8 bit    1.13 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raptor</td>
<td>2048 × 1024 × 512</td>
<td>8 bit    1.07 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha</td>
<td>1024 × 2048 × 1024</td>
<td>8 bit    2.15 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairball</td>
<td>1024 × 1024 × 1024</td>
<td>8 bit    1.07 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Isosurface comparison for voxelised Armadillo model: (a) MC mesh (without pre-computed normals); (b) isosurface from cell rasterisation with sampling in the original volume data; (c)–(d) isosurface from cell rasterisation of our CGC data structure, without and with EWA-based normal interpolation. For our method, the normal gradient of each cell was computed in the vertex shader from the stored corner values. A lower resolution (256³ voxels) voxelisation of the Armadillo model was used to better show the effect of the normal interpolation.
5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, the clustered grid cell (CGC) data structure for isosurface rendering was proposed. We demonstrated that this data structure can be used for fast cell rasterisation via billboard splatting, as well as for hybrid ray tracing of isosurfaces extracted from large volumes. The data structure does not require the original volume data to be available during rendering, and uses about 37% memory compared to a typical mesh-based representation.

The cell rasterisation performance of our method was comparable to mesh rendering, except for the larger test scenes with high depth complexity, in which our method was faster and benefited from the visibility culling. Good use cases for our method would include digital sculpting and visualization of data that need stor-
Figure 6: Hybrid ray tracing: Plastic skull dataset (512³ voxels) and Stag beetle CT dataset (834 × 834 × 494 voxels) rendered with our data structure using cell rasterisation for primary rays and path tracing with three bounces and an HDR environment map for secondary rays (using 1 sample per pixel). Both scenes are rendered at interactive rate (less than 16 milliseconds per frame) at 1920 × 1080 resolution, with images showing result after 100 frames.

Table 3: Memory usage and isosurface extraction times for the datasets in Table 2, for our CGC data structure using the cell format in Table 1, and with corresponding MC indexed triangle meshes extracted and shown for comparison. For MC meshes, memory usage is without vertex normals and with indices stored using 4 bytes per index and vertex positions stored in 16-bit signed normalized format (with scaling factor computed from mesh bounds) using 6 bytes per vertex. The same normalized isovalue 0.5 was used for all datasets.

Table 3: Memory usage and isosurface extraction times for the datasets in Table 2, for our CGC data structure using the cell format in Table 1, and with corresponding MC indexed triangle meshes extracted and shown for comparison. For MC meshes, memory usage is without vertex normals and with indices stored using 4 bytes per index and vertex positions stored in 16-bit signed normalized format (with scaling factor computed from mesh bounds) using 6 bytes per vertex. The same normalized isovalue 0.5 was used for all datasets.
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Table 4: Performance comparison when rendering the scenes in Figure 5 at 1920 × 1080 pixels render target resolution on two different GPUs (GTX 1070 and GTX 965M), using Marching Cubes (MC), cell rasterisation with sampling in the original volume data (CR [13]), and cell rasterisation of our data structure (CGC). For the CR implementation, the visibility buffer and cluster sorting of our method is used instead of the original data structure. The times show GPU timings in milliseconds of the rasterisation time (depth and G-buffer pass). Rasterisation time for our method without EW A-splatting is also presented in the parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>GTX 1070 (time, ms)</th>
<th>GTX 965M (time, ms)</th>
<th>GTX 1070 (time, ms)</th>
<th>GTX 965M (time, ms)</th>
<th>GTX 1070 (time, ms)</th>
<th>GTX 965M (time, ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dragon 1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon 2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.7 (0.5)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic skull 1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic skull 2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stag beetle 1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.5 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stag beetle 2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>4.9 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon 1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>5.2 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon 2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.9 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raptor 1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>6.3 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raptor 2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.5 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha 1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>7.0 (4.9)</td>
<td>17.9 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddha 2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>7.0 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairball 1</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>8.5 (6.2)</td>
<td>24.3 (18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairball 2</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>6.7 (5.1)</td>
<td>19.3 (15.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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